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Helping creative entrepreneurs world-wide to become even more successful

Training - what clients say…
Comments for clients and participants about training
workshops David has designed and delivered:
"After attending David's workshop, the creative businesses
at Fabrikken are prepared to be more focused, their prices
are rising and they are more selective about what kind of
customers they want."
Henning Holmbakken. Manager.
Fabrikken. Lillehammer. Norway.
“I had much more fun than I thought possible at a
finance workshop.”
Alke Groppel-Wegener. Freelance Artist.
"The 'Designing Your Creative Business' workshop was
very good, with lots of important information and new
perspectives. David Parrish was great, with a particular
sense of humour, and was very good at motivating us."
Mario Azen.
Emporio de Cultura. Brazil.
"David was calmly considered, thoughtful, inspiring,
realistic, approachable. As a result of the workshop I feel
inspired, clearer about our business, our vision."
Sasha McLaren Woodcock. Co-Director.
Nimbus Media, New Zealand.
"Innovative and creative training, carried out with charm
and intelligence."
Liz Lacey. Director.
Liverpool Centre for Arts Development.
"David's workshop in Valdivia really helped creative
businesses in the region to focus on their strengths and
develop their enterprises with even greater success. It’s a
great experience to listen to David and to see how inspiring
he is for local entrepreneurs. David’s ideas have been
supportive of our work in creative industries in this small,
but promising region."
Guillermo Olivares.
Lateralis. Valdivia. Chile.
"An excellent, informative and enlightening day. The
workshop was interesting, thought provoking and
stimulating; it gave a lot of food for thought. David was
succinct, honest, knowledgeable and entertaining."
Illy. Director..
Copperwood Media CIC.
.
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"Inspirational!", "Energy!", "Motivation!",
"Experience!", "Challenges!", "Ideas!", "Design!",
"Collaboration!", "Change!", "Reflections!", "Thinking…"
Workshop participants.
‘Designing Your Creative Business’ workshop.
Bizkaia Creaktiva / Creativity Zentrum. Bilbao. Spain.
“The ‘Creative Talk’ interactive workshop on ‘How to
Succeed as a Creative Entrepreneur’ in Bandung was a
great success. David shared his international experience of
business in the creative industries, and participants
engaged with the event, giving us a new energy in the
creative industries in Bandung.”
Febby Arhemsyah M
Creative Entrepreneur Network / Bandung Creative City
Forum. Indonesia
“People in Saudi were hungry for the workshop given by
David Parrish in The 2016 Ejadah Confex. Seats in the
"Business Growth Strategies and Marketing” workshop
were quickly sold out. Everyone who attended left
equipped with creative strategies to implement in
their businesses and approaches to a more successful
career. The feedback was all pleasant and everyone is
looking forward to more of what David has to offer in future
events.”
Lobna Hamada
Ejadah Creative Economy Confex. Saudi Arabia
"Creative businesses and digital startups found David's
interactive workshop to be interesting, entertaining and
inspiring. From my experience as a startup founder I think
his knowledge and experience will help the businesses at
Biz Labs achieve both creative and commercial success."
Ivan Dzheferov
Co-Founder at Biz Labs. Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
"The 'Creative Finance' workshop was very informative and
exactly what I needed for my growing business. David
presented financial concepts in a clear manner and
considered everyone's opinions in the group discussions."
Dave Burrows. Director.
Damibu Ltd
"Great workshop! Very creative brain. Friendly!"
Rob Brady. Owner.
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